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Doodle Jump is THE MOST ADDICTIVE GAME. It is one of the best games for the iPhone, iPad and iPod

Touch. A must have! But, BE WARNED: it is Insanely Addictive!

............................................................................................................................... DESCRIPTION: JUST

UPDATED for HALLOWEEN with the SCARIEST ever EPIC new HAUNTED HALLOWEEN THEME!!!!!

Boo!! From prime-time sitcoms (BIG BANG THEORY) to late night TV (JIMMY FALLON) to a fashion

accessory for pop stars (LADY GAGA), Doodle Jump is EVERYWHERE! It's a cultural craze, a hot new

trend!Doodle Jump is the WINNER of 2010 APPLE DESIGN AWARD for excellence in design, user

experience, innovation, performance, technology adoption, and quality! This is the OSCAR/ACADEMY

AWARD of iPhone Apps! "Doodle Jump is to the iPhone what Super Mario Bros was to the NES" - Player

review. "Possibly the best iPhone game ever created" - Touch Arcade #1 TOP PAID APP in the US, UK,

Germany, Australia, Sweden... Touch Arcade designated Doodle Jump as "Required Reading" calling it

"Dead simple and crazy addictive." You simply must own Doodle Jump on your iPhone/iPad/iPod Touch!

It's that good! Get it NOW!

............................................................................................................................... RECENT UPDATES: 

EPIC UNDERWATER theme.  AMAZING SPACE theme complete with new retro-robot monsters,

shooting stars, planets, and a super cool RETRO ROCKET you can ride in!

............................................................................................................................... TWITTER TWEETS: 

"Two most played games on flight: flight control and doodle jump." "If you value your life, never download

the Doodle Jump app...so addicted."

............................................................................................................................... iTUNES REVIEWS (US) 

"I just got dumped cuz I wouldn't put this game down! And I just kept playing while she walked away... ITS

THAT GOOD!" "Somehow it's better than sleep for me. I am sick, sleep deprived, and achy, and yet I

cannot put it down" "Coming from someone who owns a PS3, Wii, and Xbox 360, I play this game more!!

This game is amazing!!" ...............................................................................................................................
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MEDIA REVIEWS:  "Doodle Jump is a perfect micro-game, insanely addictive, and deliciously replayable.

Go get it." - MacWorld.com "the most addicting iPhone game yet?" - GIZMODO "Doodle Jump epitomizes

the microgame ideal" - Slide To Play" (Doodle Jump) is the best game of its type. I have seen a lot of

other versions, but this would take the gold... Be warned, this game is highly addictive" - App Beacon.

............................................................................................................................... SO, WHAT IS IT?  In

Doodle Jump, you guide Doodle the Doodler using some of the most subtle and accurate tilt controls in

existenceon a springy journey up, up, up a sheet of graph paper, picking up jet packs, avoiding black

holes, and blasting baddies with nose balls along the way. Laugh with delight as Doodle blows past other

players' actual score markers scribbled in the margins. And be warned: this game is insanely addictive.

............................................................................................................................... FEATURES:  Broken,

moving, disappearing, moveable, and EXPLODING platforms.  JET PACKs, PROPELLER HATS, and

springs that fly you higher.  UFOs, black holes, monsters!  Jump on monsters to bring them down

MARIO-style. Global and local leaderboard.  In-game score markers.  Submit score to Facebook &

Twitter.  Challenge friends.  SECRET easter eggs.

............................................................................................................................... HOW TO PLAY: Tilt to

move left or right, tap the screen to shoot. Please don't Doodle Jump and drive!

............................................................................................................................... WHAT'S NEW IN

VERSION 1.24: Just in time for HALLOWEEN, this EPIC NEW doodle jump update is the SCARIEST

EVER!An experiment gone wrong, turned over beloved Doodle into a scary DOODLESTEIN!!!, scarier

even than the infamous creepy Frankenstein's monster!!! And that's probably a good thing as our fearless

hero DOODLESTEIN will be dodging zombies, vampires, witches, and other creepy creatures in this epic

new FREE Halloween update! But that's not all. While you're helping DOODLESTEIN get through this

awesome scary haunted Halloween theme, we'll be working on getting the next update ready, which will

bring Game Center to Doodle Jump!!!!! It will be a FREE update and will be out right after Halloween!
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